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KATZENBACH ·to VISIT LAW SCHOOL -..

'.

At the invitation of Dean~· Allen, ~. Nichql,.,as deB. Katzenbach
will be visiting the Law School n~xt week on Wednesday and Thursday,
February 19 and 20. As in the case of Dean Acheson's visit last
year, Mr. Katzenbach's schedule at the Law School is designed to
allow a "maximum number of law students both classroom and informal
contact with a lawyer who has had the responsibility of directing
national policy at the highest level. All law students should be
interested in Mr. Katzenbach's experience both in the Department of
Justice and in the Department of State.
On Wednesday, February 19, Mr. Katzenbach will teach Professor
Stein's class on International Law,_and on Thursday he will participate in Professor Kauper's class on Constitutional Law. On both
days there will be office hours open to all law students in Room
900 Legal Research Building:

Wednesday, February 19, 10:30
12:00
and 3:30 - 4:30
Thursday, February 20, 11:15 - 12:00.
There will be a lunch with Mr. Katzenbach on Wednesday for
members of the International Law Society in the Faculty Dining Room,
and on Thursday he will lunch with the Student Boards of the Law
Review and Prospectus. Members of these groups should contact
Alfred Mudge, Dick Sayler or Ron Schram as there are only limited
spaces available.
The Student Board of the Lawyers Club ,is-sponsoring a Coffee
Hour (Thursday, FebruaF,:t.;, ~~~aw Club Lounge', 3:30 to 5 :00) for all
law students and \.fl2l•hit'f. Mr. Katzenbach will make informal remarks
and an~_wer question~(B \ l\ i969
. _
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Alfred Mudge, President 1 69
International Law Society

[In addition to gaining a little weight, suffering deteriorating eye·sight and learning a little law, Michigan law students are not
infre:(J_uently afforded the opportunity of meeting some of the more ·
learned and influential men of 01-1r times. Mr. Katzenbach is surely·
one of these men. Dean Allen, Mudge and the others who were instrumental in making Mr. Katzenbach's visit possible deserve our praise
and our thanks. We urge everyone to take advantage of the opportunity to meet and hear our distinguished guest. --Ed.]
---------------------------------------------------------------~---

SAX

WINS FORD FOUNDATION GRANT

Professor Joseph L. Sax believes that the courts should assume
a bigger role in making such environmental decisions as highway
location, the use of pesticides, and pollution control. Why and how
the judiciary should be involved particularly in those areas will
be the subject of a study by Professor Sax under a $37,000 Ford
Foundation grant.
In essence, Sax holds that the traditional monopoly of resource
planning and management in the legislatures and public agencies
"must give way to a degree of judicial scrutiny." Ecology, conservation, and aesthetic interests are ''entitled to b~ main-t:ducd ns
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one of the legal rights of the people," he says, and "to attain
this goal it is necessary to vest the courts with jurisdiction over
such matters and to empower them to ma~e decisions which will
guarantee the·integrity of these intarests~u
Production of a basic legal format or a model statute which
could be widely used and adapted to bring the judicial process to
bear on resource management decisions is the ultimate goal. A major
part of the statute would deal with various judicial means for
reviewing a wide range of decisions which affect the environment.
The courts, however, should have more than a negative power, Sax
believes. He notes that the judiciary could take a more affirmative .
and creative role if a series of planning commdssions were establishec
and if the cdurts would be required to use their reports as guidelines in making decisions. Sax admits the idea is a rather unconventional one that "involves some political heresy," but believes
that the difficulties are not insuperable. He also acknowledges
that the judiciary, for a variety of reasons, does not view itself
as well equipped to pass judgment on environmental problems. This
lack of expertise is no .real obstacle, though, he feels, noting that
"the traditional reliance on the expertise and presumed publicinterest.·Orientation of governmental administrative agencies is to
some extent mis'placed."
While the-study will focus particularly on the areas of highway
location,_pesticide use and water pollution control, a substantial
part of the study will involve research aimed at uncovering workable
frecedents and adaptable theories.. ''Another task," Sax notes,
'involves some hard thinking -- such- as how to work out the -organization and function of the various new and renovated legal institution
which 1 think need to. be developed."
Dick Heymann
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lAW STUDENT CHALLENGES DAYLIGHT SAVING REFERENDUM

Spurred into acti011 by a strong sense· of indignation. over the
handling of the Daylight Savings Time Ref~rendum in the November 5
general election, two law students filed suit in the Court of Appeals
to remedy· the situation.. Steven Servaas, a student Cit the Law School
now, and Herbert Ranta, a student at Wayne State Law School who will
transfer to Michigan this summer, contend that the result of the
election on this issue should be set·aside and a corrected version
of the proposal resubmitted to the voters at the next general election!
They allege that. the problem with the lAst ballot was that the statement of purpose contradicted . the statement of the issue and confused
many voters, causing them. to cast their ballots incorrectly. This
error was magnified because local and statewide news media~ confused
themselves, also urged voters to cast their votes in the opposite
manner the b.al.lot ca.llad· ·for. Finally~ they . .alleg.e--tb.at the statement of the issue itself wa"IS"'"t.ncomple-te in that it failed to include
the time period Daylight Savings time would-be- in· --effect. This, they
say, was prejudicial to voters favoring the proposal because the few
small drawbacks fast time has would be magnified if it was carried
over into the winter. Any of these errors could be enough to throw
the election in· favor of fast time because of the narrow 200 vote
defeat of the proposal.
Steve Servaas '70

-----·--------------------------------------------------------------

MORE FROM THE MAN WHO BROUGHT YOU "DOGS-DOGS-DOGS"

Announcing:

All cLass.es.

been temporaril-y di-s.-p1.a.ced

~xcept Cri:m:i:na1 J:l--roe.o-dure, which have
croll\ Room ~SO be.-:-~. of t.l:w. -x:e-E1:.xd. .sh.:l--n~

of desk tops will return t9 koom' l~O stkrti.ng Monday, February 17.
Criminal Procedure will: stay _iri 'Rooth J:po.

work-.

The carpenters will -·start
lri R.oom 250 ,on Monday, February
17, and temporary room assignments for classes meeting in Room 250
are posted on the bulletin boards aiid · eisewh~re in Hutchins Hall.
------------~---------------------------~-~~----------------------, .
MORE NEUROTIC HANGUPS
•,

·.:r·

,-

Editor, RES GESTAE:
Professor Kamisar's burst of self-diagnostic candor on behalf
of the faculty is most welcome. His description of law professors
as a class ('we have more petty concerns and neurotic hangups than
the rest of the human race") is undoubtedly accurate; my only quibble
with his letter is to wonder whether (as he suggests) his colleagues
generally share his apparent intention that his platform mannerisms
convey an impression of pettiness and neuroticism rather than one ·
of lofty superiority.
Yours very truly,
Louise Lander
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GUEST EDITORIAL:

WHETHER A STUDENT AT MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL, OPPRESSED
BY THE FLAMBOYANT, PSEUDO-GOTHIC ENVIRONMENT, MAY
SPEAK OUT AGAINST THE MEDIEVAL METHOD OF INDUCTION
INTO THE LEGAL PRIESTHOOD.

One must blanch (yet persevere) at the dismal prospects for
eliciting a meaningful response to. this demand for a reexamination
of the teaching qualifications for professorship at Michigan. My
premise is that the capacity to teach in the classroom is incidental,
if considered at all, to the operative criteria for employment (e.g.
rank in law school class, published scholarship, and personal compati~
bility). Unless one postulates that teaching ability and the criteria
alluded to above constitute mutually exclusive qualities, the readily
observable phenomenon of a seriously handicapped (and from the student's point of view, often incompetent) faculty necessarily follows.
Does the capacity to organize a popular casebook and to write
a significant law review article imply the least ability to communi- .·.
cate a well-articulated concept in the classroom? (Short answer:
no.) The contribution of the Michigan faculty to the body o-f legalliterature appears to be considerable and influential. However, the
contribution to its students often suffers from the combination of
a lack of capacity to teach and a methodology of diminishing returns.
After the first year, the mindless adherence to the case method and
its insidious accomplice, the Socratic method (you know what is
occurring in a Greek grave), often functions to shroud an underlying
impotence. See Parkinson's law school law: five cases plus one
law professor equals five minimal concepts, no enlightenment or
excitement, and one more wasted hour.
Rise above your complacence, faculty, you have nothing to lose
but some of your irrelevance.
Douglas Scarff
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AD HOC STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR LAW SCHOOL REFORM

The growing concern of many students for greater control .of
decisions which affect their lives, which has initiated educational
reform from Morningside Heights to Berkeley~ is now mauifesting

- 4 itself at th,e University-of Michigan. Both the Co.llege of Literature,
Science and the Arts and the Social Work School have recently restructured their decision-making machinery to allow formal student involvement. To initiate such a program here at the Law School, a gr~up.of
students, mostly members. of the Lawyer's Guild and ~CRRC, bell.ev~ng
that participation in the decisions ·that control the~r lives is necessary fo~· the maximal realization of the growth and potential of
members of the law school community, have joined together. The
immediate goal of their program is full student membership on relevant faculty committees. A formal position paper will be drawn up
at a mass meeting to be held Monday, February 17, at 8:30 p.m. in
Room 120 of Hutchins Hall, and all students are invited.
They believe that students should have effective, formal participation in the decisions of this law school which affect them.
This belief is based on the following premises: .
A. Law students have their own perspectives -on legal education
which should be represented in the decision-making process .•
B. Students of this law school are capable of making direct
and effective contributions to the resolution of problems with
which they are concerned.
c. The present policy-making structure, characterized as it
is by virtually total faculty control, affords a minimum of
opportunity for meaningful student involvement.
D. The interests of both students and faculty would be furthered
by the creation of such involvement in that it would result in
a more stimulating and relevant educational atmosphere.
Recent events have served to focus attention in this area. ; Last
fall the faculty denied the application of a nationally known Selectiv(
Service Law expert for a position on the faculty of this law school.
No. students were involved in ·that decision. Recently, over fifty
students indicated their interest in an ad hoc Selective Service Law
course sponsored by the Lawyer's Guild, mani;9sting the degree of
interest and concern for an offering in this area.
· The recent experience of the Black Law Students Alliance provides additional insight into this problem. That group had a number
of proposals they wished to put before the faculty, but their requests
were denied. It was only after the exertion of .inordinate pressure
that they were finally granted a hearing to discuss these areas of
mutual faculty-st~~cmt concern.
The situation is also represented by the recent formation of a
faculty committee to study the question of student participation on
faculty committees. No students were invited as members of this
committee, and according to Dean Allen, the question never came up.
When the committee was petitioned to allow formal student representation, this was rejected.
Proposals to reform the circumstances that perpetuate this
condition involve complete integration of students in the decisionmaking processes of the law school. These will be discussed at. the
previously announced meeting on Monday. Possible areas of concern
in which there is a need for greater student involvement in policymaking include curriculum, admissions policy, grading, discipline
and draft policy.
While this committee has certain guidelines for proposals in
mind, it believes that. this is a concern in which all students must
share. Monday's mass meetlng wlll create a formal student proposal
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tc be submitted to the faculty concurrent with the report of the
fa.~ulty c.crnrr•i:::·8e stu.dying this question.
The Lawyer's Guild,
LSCRRC and the Law Club Eoard of Directors have all endorsed this
meeting. All students concerned with their own education and legal
education in general are urged to attend.
Jules Fried
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THE LEGAL AID SOCIETY -- PART II

Last week, in its first article on the Legal Aid Society, the
Res Gestae provided a brief look at the clinic in terms of its role
in the community and its broader objectives, with specific reference
both to its participation in law reform and its cooperation with
other associations organized to improve the lot of the poor. Our
purpose this week is to focus more narrowly on the daily administration of the clinic and. the student's role in.Legal Aid, concentrating
both on his fulfillment of that role and .the satisfaction he derives
from his work at the clinic.
.
It is not until-one looks more clearly at the day-to-day
administration of the clinic that the magnitude of its work can be
fully appreciated.. Considering that there are only two full-time
attorneys working· there, the statistics are overwhelming. Legal
Aid interviews roughly 1,400 people each year; it agrees to handle
about 70% of their cases, of which substantially more than one half
proceed to some type of litigation.
The nature of the legal questions involved in these cases was
described in the previous article. Approximately one-third of the
cases relate to domestic relations; divorce, one area of domestic
relations, constitutes about 20% of all the cases handled by the
clinic. There is a good reason for this. If a law office were to
eliminate all contingent fee cases, tax, real estate, fe~ony, and
most corporate matters, chances are a large portion of what remained
would involve family matters.
In any event, the law student will handle a considerable portion
of the daily work in these cases -- preparing documents., interviewing
clients, doing research, filing papers, and sometimes appearing in
court. In many instances , he will be respcn.s ib le for almost every
aspect of the case until it actu?lly go.f;S to cot:i.rt,. and even then
he may represent the client, usually with one of ti1e staff attorneys
present to provide hLmwith assistance if and when he should need
it. In view of the tremendous caseload and the amount: of work which
is left to the student, it is clear that the performance of the
student will, in the long run, determine just how efficiently the
Society will function.
When asked to assess student performance, Mr. Stewart, Program
Director of the clinic, had some interesting responses. "Compared
to my notion of what I thought the student could and would do," he
said, "I've been disillusioned." He was upset rather frequently by
individoal cases of student neglect of responsibilities. A student
will be assigned a divorce case, for example, and then he tells the
client he will take care of certai_n matters and let her know when
to come in again. In the meantime, he takes the client's file home,
something which he is never supposed to do, and then he decides to
quit Legal Aid altogether. He never returns the file, never informs
the clinic that he is dropping out, and the client never hears from
him again. LAter, when the client checks with the clinic to see
what progress has been made on the:\ ease,. no~~dy k1oi.~. anytJd-...e, _o.\.<nl.f:
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p;ople with serious problems who need.help! When this happens, the
goodwill of the clinic is jeopardized, and the people who take the
blame are the staff-attorneys, to say.nothing of the additional work
it creates for them.
Students like this at:e incredibly "callousu. But that is not
all. The Legal Aid Society affords the student an opportunity to
act like a lawyer and to obtain some valuable experience. If this
is true it is not too much to expect that he will accept the responsibiiity of a lawyer. He has undertaken a grave responsibility,
a responsibility to represent clients in cases which are very
important to the clients, no matter how little, as is almost always
the case, it affects the student's life or happiness.
Stewart emphasized that he did not intend to implicate the
majority of students who worked at the clinic, but he did make it
clear that there were "more than a few" of the type of student described above. There is, he acknowledged, a solid cadre of students
which does make a valuable contribution to the Society, and without
which it simply could not function.
The difficulty, he said, lies in the fact that there is no way
to tell, ahead of time, who is going to make a con~ribution and who
will end up causing more harm than good. Grades are no criterion,
nor is 'political philosophy or abstract statements of social commitment. Stewart noted that he had had students coree into the clinic
who talked like "raging liberals" and yet did little or nothing constructive. "Others," he said, ''who you know vote solid Republican
and always will, have come into the clinic, accepted cases, treated
their clients as if they were their very own, and they have done
excellent jobs."
But Mr. Stewart is not the only one who is disillusioned. For
mliny students, .some of whom have dropped out altogether or who maintain only a minimal contact with the Society, disenchantment stems
from a variety of reasons. One student simply found the work "too
depressing." .. All I ever seem to get are divorce cases. Obtaining
divorces is'sit:nply not my conception of how to revolutionize society."
To another student, it was the frustration of "not getting anything done." ''When I go down there to the clinic, I never seem to
accomplish a thing. If I have a question, the staff attorneys are
often unavailable because they are either in court or talking to
someone else, and the student supervisors know little more than I
do. Further, I find I have to do most of my own typing. The secretaries just don't do their job. The whole place seems so inefficient
and disorganized, I don't really get any satisfaction out of working
there."
Anoth~r

student defined the whole experience as an "abrasive"
one. He found some of his clients unattractive and unreliable. "It
is not that I want them to act as though I'm doing them a big favor,
but when I make an appointment with them, I expect them to keep it,
and I'm often disappointed. They can also be too demanding, expecting me to do a lot of things for them which simply cannot be done
overnight."
One student found the general atmosphe-re too oppressive. The
clinic in Ann Arbor where he worked is, at best~ a~ways untidy.
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There are no rugs, ·only a cold floor,. with a 1ot of dirty p~pers
strewn about, and the walls are bare and uninviting. "To work in
this kind of environment and to deal witn the very depressing type
of cases one encounters at the clinic~·are just too much for me."
It is clear from what has been said that there is room for
improvement within the Society, but this implies the need not so
much for structural changes as it does for the adoption of a more
realistic attitude by students who participate in the program.
The student must appreciate the limits upon the Society. The
extent to which it can improve upon the supervision and attention
given the student is severely limited by its budget and the amount
of work the staff attorneys already have. Furthermore, it is
unrealistic to expect the plushest accommodations or the most
interesting cases when one is working for the poor. The Legal Aid
Society is not Cravath, Swaine, and MOore, and the glamour that
one associates with a lucrative private practice will, of course,
be absent. Working for the Society requires a substantial commitment and a willingness to do a considerable amount of unpleasant
and unsatisfying work. It should not be looked upon as just another
extra-curricular activity which one can join and then drop out of
at his pleasure as if it were the Law Club Softball Team.
But there can be satisfying aspects to the practice of poverty
law. The most exciting and fulfilling phases of such work lie in
the areas of law reform and community action. This is where the
real excitement is; it is also an area where one can see progress
as it unfolds and where he may gain some sense of satisfaction in
knowing that he is working for an achievable goal. At the clinic,
however, it is rare that the average student finds much opportunity
to participate in this branch of the Society's activity. In some
cases, the student may not even be aware that Legal Aid is doing
anything other than the handling of individual cases. It is, therefore, difficult for him, given his limited perspective,. to derive
any satisfaction from .or sense any real significance in the work he
is performing. It must be realized, however, that the management
of individual cases, though less glamorous than law ·reform, cannot.
be neglected; it is unfortunate,. nevertheless, that the dual funct 1 ons
of the Society are so fragmented. Perhaps if more students could
spend some of their time in the law reform aspects of the clinic's
activities, part of their initial zeal would not be dissipated so
quickly. It might also make more' palatable some of the daily tasks
which must be done.

On the whole, however, the Society can be an enriching and
rewarding experience for the student who is willing to make a commitment. It affords the oLudent an insight into some of the more
practical aspects of the legRl prnfp~~ion, it is one of the most
immediate and efficient means for a student to lend what special
talents he does possess to assist the poor, and it provides an
escape from the ivory-towered and theoretical atmosphere of the law
school.
In the final analysis, the utility and effectiveness of the
Society can be measured, not by the students or the staff, but only
by the poor themselves, whom. the Society purports to serve. Mrs.
Gerald Poindexter, Director of the Washtenaw County Citizens Committee for Economic Opportunity, the group which makes the important
decisions concerning the funding of the project and which acts as
the spokesman for the poor community, feels that the Society is fulfilling its Qbligations to the PO<Yr~ Sh~ mad~ npe.e.ifl.c. 'L""e£ereno~

- 8 to its involvement with other associations .~n the area such as the
welfare and. tenant groups organized on behalf of the poor. Thus,
to the peopfe.to whom the Society is'most important, it .h!! been a
success. There is an opportunity for law students to become a part
of that success, and, by making their feelings known, to improve
upon the clinic. In conclusion, it is the students who will be
responsible for the ultimate success or failure of the Society.

Neil Murray
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NOTICED ANY EMPTY SEATS LATELY?

After nearly one year since the directive that first-and secondyear graduate students were no longer to be exempted from the draft,
the huge, unwieldy bureauocracy we know as the Selective Service has
finally begun to take a sizable toll of law students. According to
Dean Proffitt, a normal freshman class at Michigan contains. approximately 350-370 students. This year, the admission board, fearful
of large-scale attrition, sent out· more acceptances than usual. Of
that number, 630 were "final acceptances,u sending in their $50.
Luckily for the law school, not all of these people showed up the
first day of school. The law school was geared to handle up to 500
students, but any number above that would have caused havoc. The
total freshman class, two weeks after school started was 420. That
figure is now 372. An average dropout rate is approximately 4-5
people. The second year, which did not benefit from a high admissions
policy, has been hit much more drastically. One year ago the secondyear class had 322 students; this year's second-year class has 266.
What e·ffect will these absent but not forgotten brethren have
on future admissions? Plenty. All students who paid their $50 but
then could not come are put in a "future pending" file. In past
years this file has contained 15-20 students. This file now contains
260 students. In addition, there are 48 freshmen who did make it to
school, but had to leave early. Dean Proffitt estimates that 35 of
these people will come back. Since these two groups have first
priority on places in the first-year class, it seems that those of
us here made it in the nick of time. Thirty-four of these 11 future
pending" people have already advised the admissions office they will
return next fall.
The law club, too, has been hard hit by the draft. Already
deeply in financial trouble, losing $3,000 last year when things
were normal, the club could ill afford the drop in residency that
took place. At the beginning of the year the club was full; with
356 students. At the present time, the club has 54 vacancies, 36
of which Mr. Ryan believes are directly due to the military although
the threat of imminent induction may have had something to do with
the other people. Last semester the club ran $5,500 in the red.
At the end of the year, the club would have made $205,517 had it
been full all year. Now Mr. Ryan estimates total revenues to be
$173,251, a drop of about $32,266, $20,000 of which is due to the
draft.
Joe Carroll

8
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TO ALL TORONTO F.XCHANGE MEMBERS

There will be a meeting this Saturday morning at 10:00 a.m. in
the Law Club lounge to plan a program for the March visit of the
Toronto group. One of the most helpful factors will be the impressions that each one of you ga.there('l whi 1"' in. To-ronto, so W(>o 0an p 1 nn.
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an interesting and ·worthwhile sc~ed;ule ofr-events; therefore it is
important that you come Saturday.,._ If yo'!J:,have a.m' n,!esti.ons. ~aJ1
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.Mike Gentry
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BAR (EXAM) INFORMATION

Nobody wants to think about bar. exams and in· ·general there v s
not much reason to. However, if you're going to practice, you'll
have to pass them sometime, and why worry about it now? The RG
would simply like to present some information about them in order
to answer so~e basic questions and perhaps satisfy some morbid
curiosity.
If you're a third-year student it's time to write to the state
where you're going to practice and find out what it wants you to do.
It's usually a lot, and the law school can't be relied on to provide
what you need to know (unless you're going to take the Michigan bar).
Now is probably a better time than during finals to get fingerprinted
("on an FBI form"), fill out 9-page forms (in triplicate) on your
v'character" and/or have Dean Allen watch you copy (twice) a paragraph
of the New York rules so they'll have a sample of your handwriting.
Most states require the application to be sent in at least a
month or two before the exam d~te (something else you can't find
out here). If the exam is eariy in the summer, you may have to have
the application in before you graduate. A late application in
California costs you an extra hundred bucks, on top of the $150 fee
for non-residents.
Since for some reason you usually have to graduate from an
accredited" law school before you can take the exam, the proof of
graduation has to .be sent from here after you leave. Just give
Mrs. Betts (3rd floor Hutchins) your form-- please·put yourname
on it -- and she '11 send it along after you graduate.
·
11

It hardly aeeru5 fair that after all the garbage necessary to
even apply, the exam itself should be tough. It usually is, though
Michigan grads do fairly well on the Michigan bar -- 98 out of 104
passed the last one -- but not so well in California, where only
73% have passed in the last three years. The New York, Illinois
and D.C. bar exams are all harder than Ohio's, which is supposedly
fairly easy. A bar review course to learn local law is taken by
nearly everyone, and from looking at a recent California exam it
seems that basic first- and second-year courses ought to be reviewed
as well. Personally, the only Tort we can remember is the one about
"intentional inflection of emotional harm."
Some states furnish lists of subjects on the exam, and some
even divide the list between subjects that "are 11 covered and those
that ''may'' be covered. Prospective New Yorkers might be interested
to know that "Suretyship" and "Domestic Relations" "are" covered
and "Carriers 11 and "Insurance" ''may" be covered.
First- and second-year students might want to check the~~-lists
of courses so you can tell, for instance, whether or not you re~lly
do have to take Conflicts. The only other reason to look at the
bulletin board on the 2nd floor of Hutchins would be to see if "your"
state requires registration at the beginning_ of law school. These
states also want $10 or $20 at this time, and t:here's no real
incentiv~ to sign up just b-e<-aHse you might go ther~. C'...a.H forn:l n

•i:

- 10 has this requirement,,f.or i~'St~~e,-but late registrati.~~- simply
adds $10 to the cost. As sodn as you know you are going there,
it would probably be a good idea to get the fed tape started.
v

·.

While we're on the geU:eral subject, we'd like to recommend
the Brown Keg, way -out Main Street toward Saline. Cheap beer, pool
table and bowling machine -- and all kinds of class.
Steve Shattuck
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WEEK-ENDER

John Steinbeck maintained that "the existence of government
is a tribute to our failure as individuals." This truism must be
equally applicable to the existence of law itself, which may explain
why most.of us derive such pleasure from following competitive sport::.
Inasmuch as there is no sport older or more individualistic than
track and field, I suggest you go down to Yost Field House tomorrow
at 1:00 for the U of M - Indiana tract meet.
Follow the U of M track meet with a dinner at the Old German,
and if you can get tickets, take in Bizet's Carmen at Hill Auditorium.
That should take your mind off the Rule Against Perpetuities and get
you feeling human again.
Unfortunately, Camelot is sold out, but if you have tickets
you can anticipate an enjoyable evening. The principals are very
talented and the music and special effects are a gas. On the debit
side (credits are good, debits are bad, right Mr. Polasky?), I feel
obligated to mention that the costumes and choreography are a little
cutesy. Not many men look good in a mini-tunic and some of the
'~and-maidens" need suspenders to hold up those gowns.
Furthermore,
Guenevere was eating grapes during "The Lusty Month of May" number,
and, as is well known to the merest clod (with whom I was careful
to consult), grapes do not ripen until September. Otherwise an
excellent show.
On the film scene, Bullitt and Romeo and Juliet are being held
over and are worth se.eing.
Girl with Three Camels never appeared and apparently has been
cancelled, such was the demand for W. c. Fields and Mae West. Insteac
the Vth Forum is featuring Birds of Peru, a film most· reviewers have
described as "pure corn." Thfs-_movTe-wa8 even indicted on an obscenity charge in Italy, but prosecutor Giovanni Caizzi later quashed
the indictment, and it is now profiting handsomely from the widespread
publicity.
Cinema II is showing Seance on a \-let Afternoon this weekend.
I saw it in 1963 and.was bored stiff. Either I or Judith Crist must
be wrong however, as she describes it as "a throat drying thriller."
Even if it is a throat drying thriller, there are better movies in
town.
Cinema Guild has been running a series of films from the 1930's,
an era which happens to intrigue me. I especially recommend NinotchkQ.
a Greta Garbo comedy about some Bolsheviks visiting Paris. Saturday
at 7:00 and 9:05. Tonight they are showing Morning Glory, for which
Katherine Hepburn won her first Oscar, and Sunday you can see Clark
Gable and Claudette Colbert in J.t Happel!~.Q. _Q!le Night.
I have been notified that last week I broke the Res Gestae
record for typographies 1. errors > previously held by CcarolY-zenbaaxd ~
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'70. Wasn't it Kipling who wrote, 1'if you-.c.an keep your head when
those about you are losing theirs, you're a better man thari I am
Gung Din."? While on tl;le subject of Carol Yze!-"l:)aard, I would like
to offer her my sympathies in· re.gards to her defeat Wednesday :i.n
the law club ping pong tournament. Public opinion is unanimous to
the effect that her opponent,-Jim Israel, '70, is a big bully, and
no match for the awesome Lance Grode '69, the defending champ.
Doug Jones

'69

-------------------------------------------------------------------

RG AVENGES LAW REVIEW'S.HONOR

Last year the Chicago Tribune ran a mediocre article on the
year's ten worst movies, and trying unsuccessfully to be clever,
described the c<>nt~nt of one as being "as dull as the Michigan
Law Review." Needless to say the RG is proud to avenge the blood
already let by the world's greatest newspaper. To prove co~clus
ively that the Law Review swings like a pendulum do and the Tribune
doesn't, the RG surveyed the Law.Review's upper staff and ~nnounces
these findings: Editor-in-Chief Richard Saylor, Executive Editor
James Martin, Administrative Editor Richard Zimmer, Article Editor
Barry Boyer, and Note Editors William Childress, Lance Grode and
William Moore all h~ve long sideburns. Only Article Editor Robert
Gooding and Note Editor Howard Hay do not. Q.E.D.
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SPORTS

After the first week of the Res Gestae-Dominick's Basketball
Contest, a few things are readily apparent: (1) Feminine intuition
isn't such a bad thing when it comes to competing with male prognosticators. Despite several upsets we managed to predict 10 out of
15 correctly while out of numerous entries only a handful of men ·
did as well or better. (Maybe you should ·consult your wives and/
or girlfriends?) (2) Obnoxious fans don't always put their money
where their mouths are. Two in particular who shall be nameless
(one is from Mich. State, missed 7 this week and his last name
starts with z-----; the other a Wisconsin alum is editor of a certain weekly paper at the Law School and insisted on picking the
hapless Badgers unsuccessfully all Fall) failed to pick their res-·
pective alma maters hoping that no one would notice -- we did! (3)
Treasurers don't necessarily make basketball experts. Pete Frye
wins the booby prize with 8 misses (has anyone thought to audi~
his books?)
Despite the sev~ral upsets there were two winners this week.
Roger Hillman and Paul Sefcovic each missed only one and were only
4 points off on the Michigan-Michigan Stat'e score. Dominick has
invited them to come in any time for their prize. There.are a
number of good games this week~ Hopefully Al Nuness won't take
Ohio State apart the way he did Indiana (but wasn't th.at an old-·
fashioned thriller-diller finish?), and Spencer Haywood will be .
able to shoot his way past Xavier, rising far above the less than
Olympian heights he reached in Detroit's loss to Notre Dame. After
the surprising results of Tuesday night both the Wisconsin-Purdue
and the Illinois-Michigan State games should be pretty good, close
contests --we may even have picked them wrong (Horrors!) It
should be an interesting week so join the fun and put your entry
in either the box outside Room 100 in Hutchins Hal] or thP one in
the Lawyers Club office by 5:00 Friday afternoon.
Mike Taylor
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WIGCONSIN (ma)rbe there !.! a
--Badger factor)
Minnesota

----

PRINCETON

--~

----Purdue

---OHIO STATE

Brown
-----Xavier

_ _....;DETROIT

---

---VANDERBILT

---Alabama

---Indiana

---ILLINOIS

NORTHWESTERN
-----Michigan
State

---

----MICHIGAN
Marshall
---_ _....;DAVIDSON

Iowa (with apologies to
- - . . Dale Furnish)
.........BOWLING GREEN

___COLUMBIA

-Harvard
---___DUQUESNE

---Villanova
_ _....;KENTUCKY

---·Tennessee
____Utah State

__

---Furman

---Florida

GZORGIA
---_ _....;NOTRE DAME

------------------------------~----------------------------~--------

The Home Teams are on the right; the RG picks in capitals.
Pick the total score in the first game.
Wisconsin-Purdue score
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